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RFP No. 1-13-B138 
MVR License Verfication Services 

For The 
Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority 

 
Questions and Answers 
 
Notice: Questions may have been edited for clarity and relevance. 
 
 
1. How would MWAA prefer the verifications be conducted? 

 
Answer: To be issued through State DMV. 

 
 
2. What does MWAA consider secure in the transfer of information? 

 
Answer: Encrypted file over SFTP. 

 
 
3. Do the Voluntary Efforts to Obtain MBE/WBE Participation Questionnaire apply if we 

are not utilizing any sub-contractors? 
 
Answer: Refer to Section VIII-1 of the solicitation. 

 
 
4. Will license checks also be required for U.S. territories i.e. U.S. Virgin Islands, Puerto 

Rico & Guam? 
 
Answer:  No 

 
 
5. Will the contractor be required to have any direct contact with any MWAA employees 

and/or contractors whose licenses are being verified? 
 
Answer:  No 

 
 
6. The SOW specifically requires the contractor to conduct motor vehicle checks and 

only report data pertaining to the validity and status of the individual's driver's 
license. However, if the contractor reports an individual's license as valid based on 
the data provided, and a subsequent investigation or inquiries by MWAA or another 
agency discloses that the individual obtained the license via fraudulent means, would 
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MWAA place any culpability or liability on the contractor in this situation considering 
the results were based on the data submitted in the initial request? 
 
Answer:  Not culpable if accurately reported based on State DMV records. 
 
 

7. If the contractor adheres to all federal requirements for processing, storing and 
transmitting Personal Identity Information (PII) to ensure the protection of an 
individual's privacy and identity, and applies to the protection of the individual's 
name, SSN, data of birth, address information, does MWAA have any additional 
internal agency specific requirements, restrictions or procedures applicable to the 
use and protection of PII that we should be aware of? 
 
Answer:  No 
 
 

8. Our firm has a secure, user friendly, Case Management System (CMS) which will 
provide MWAA 24-7 capability to submit MWAA license validation requests for 
processing, and securely stores license validation data for client viewing and retrieval 
on a 24-7 basis.  Access to CMS will be restricted only to those individuals specifically 
designated in writing by MWAA. Our CMS also has the capability to produce Real 
Time status reports for each request and time - to - completion metrics. Would MWAA 
consider utilizing such CMS to manage, track, account for, and streamline its 
processes? 
 
Answer:  Not at this time.  
 


